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1 Introduction

We introduce an extension of the concept of an independent support of a Boolean formula [1]:
grouped independent support (GIS). Then, we present a case study of how we can reduce the
well-studied and NP-hard constraint optimisation problem of finding a minimal generalised
identifying code set (GICS) for a network, to finding a minimal GIS. Finding a minimal GIS
is computationally harder than finding a minimal GICS. Specifically: checking if a candidate
for a GIS is indeed a GIS is in co-NP, while checking if a candidate GICS is indeed a GICS
is in P. However, we show that reducing the minimal GICS problem to the minimal GIS
problem yields an exponential reduction in the encoding size, compared to the current state
of the art in GICS solving [4]. Such a dramatic reduction presents an opportunity to solve
the GICS problem for much larger problem instances than what is possible with the current
state of the art, if we can find an algorithm for finding a minimal GIS that is fast in practice.
We introduce and implement such an algorithm, gismo1, and demonstrate its efficiency.

2 Grouped Independent Support

We use σ := X 7→ {0, 1} to denote an assignment of truth values to the Boolean variables X,
and σ↓Y := Y 7→ {0, 1} to denote an assignment that is projected on a subset Y ⊆ X. We
denote the set of solutions of a formula F with Sol(F ). We also define the support of a set of
sets X as sup (X ) :=

⋃
X∈X X. Let T be a set of items, and let S ⊆ T be a subset. Given a

set C of constraints on sets, we call S set-minimal w.r.t. C if S satisfies all constraints in C
and there exists no proper subset of S that also satisfies all those constraints. We call S a
cardinality-minimal set if S is minimal, and there exists no S′ ⊆ T , with |S′| < |S|, that is
also set-minimal. Now we define the GIS of a Boolean formula as follows:

▶ Definition 1. Given a Boolean formula F (Z,A), with Z ∩A = ∅, and a partition G of Z.
We refer to an element G ∈ G as a variable group. The set I ⊆ G is a grouped independent
support (GIS) of ⟨F (Z,A),G⟩ if the following holds:

∀σ1, σ2 ∈ Sol(F ).
((
σ1↓sup(I) = σ2↓sup(I)

)
↔ (σ1↓Z = σ2↓Z)

)
. (1)

Intuitively, Equation (1) says that the truth values that a solution σ assigns to the variables
in sup (I) uniquely define the truth values that σ assigns to the variables in Z \ sup (I), if I
is a GIS of ⟨F,G⟩. The auxiliary variables A cannot be part of the GIS.

Observe that G is in itself a grouped independent support of F . Our algorithm, gismo
(inspired by a state-of-the-art independent support algorithm [8]), starts by assuming that all
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groups are part of the GIS for F. Then, it iterates over the variable groups in G, and checks
for each group if it can be removed from the candidate GIS. If yes, that group is removed, if
not, it remains. After considering each group, gismo returns a set-minimal GIS.

In gismo, we use a version of Padoa’s Theorem [5] to check if a variable zi ∈ Z must be
part of an independent support for F (Z,A). Specifically, we construct a formula ψi that is
unsatisfiable if zi is not needed in the independent support. If ψi is satisfiable for at least
one zi ∈ G, then group G remains in the candidate GIS. Each ψi is evaluated at most once.

3 The Generalised Identifying Code Set Problem

To demonstrate the merits of GIS, we present a case study, in the form of a novel modelling
and solving method for a generalised version of the identifying code set (ICS) [2] problem.

▶ Definition 2. Given an undirected, loop-free graph Γ := (V,E) with nodes V and edges
E, and a D ⊆ V . We define the signature of U ⊆ V as the following tuple: sU :=

〈
S0

U , S
1
U

〉
,

where S0
U := U ∩D and S1

U := N+
1 (U) ∩D. Here, N+

1 (U) is the closed 1-neighbourhood of
U , which contains U and all direct neighbours of nodes in U : N+

1 (U) := U ∪
⋃

u∈U N1(u).

▶ Definition 3. Given a graph Γ := (V,E), a maximum identifiable set size 1 ≤ k ≤ |V |, and
D ⊆ V . We call D a generalised identifying code set (GICS) of ⟨Γ, k⟩ if, for all U,W ⊆ V

with |U | ≤ k, |W | ≤ k and U ̸= W , we have sU ̸= sW . Hence, if D is a GICS of ⟨Γ, k⟩, then
the signatures of all subsets of V with cardinality at most k are unique. Given a ⟨Γ, k⟩, the
GICS problem asks to find a D ⊆ V such that D is a GICS of ⟨Γ, k⟩, and |D| is minimised.

The current state of the art in ICS solving supports k = 1 only, and encodes the
problem as an integer-linear program (ILP), employing an off-the-shelf mixed-integer problem
(MIP) solver to find a cardinality-minimal D [4]. However, naively extending this ILP
encoding to support our GICS setting (with k ≥ 1) would cause the number of linear
constraints in the encoding to grow as as O

((|V |
k

)2)
. Instead, we create a Boolean formula

Fk(X ∪ Y,A) = Fsignature ∧ Fcardinality,k (the possibly empty set of auxiliary variables A
originates from the translation of the cardinality constraint into CNF), with

Fsignature :=
∧

v∈V

yv ↔
∨

u∈N+
1 (v)

xu

 and Fcardinality,k :=
∑
v∈V

xv ≤ k. (2)

In conjunctive normal form (CNF), Fk has O (k · |V | + |E|) clauses [6, 7], e.g., we obtain a
model that grows linearly with the problem size. We now make the following claim:

▶ Lemma 4. Given a loop-free, undirected network Γ := (V,E) on nodes V and edges E,
a maximum identifiable set size 0 < k ≤ |V |, and given a GIS of Fk(X ∪ Y,A) I ⊆ G with
groups G := {Gv := {xv, yv}}. The set D := {v ∈ V | Gv ∈ I} is a GICS of Γ.

4 Experimental Results

In our experiments on 50 networks of different types and 9 different values of k, we compared
the performance of gismo to that of the ILP method, pbpbs, that is based on the state of the
art [4]. Overall, gismo solved 289/450 problem instances, while pbpbs solved only 36/450.
We also find that gismo can solve instances that are up to 40× larger than the instances that
can be solved by pbpbs, and can do so up to 520× faster in terms of median running time. In
the majority of instances that were solved by both methods, the set-minimal solution from
gismo was at most 10% larger than the cardinality-minimal solution from pbpbs.
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